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The Postmortal Drew Magary
About Drew Magary. Drew Magary is a correspondent for GQ Magazine, a columnist for Deadspin,
and a Chopped Champion. He’s also the author of four books: The Hike, The Postmortal, Someone
Could Get Hurt, and Men With Balls. He lives in Maryland with his wife and three children, and
enjoys taking long walks.
The Postmortal by Drew Magary - Goodreads
Drew Magary is a correspondent for GQ and a columnist for Deadspin. He is the author of two
novels, The Hike and The Postmortal, and the memoir Someone Could Get Hurt.
The Postmortal: Drew Magary: 9780143119821: Amazon.com: Books
The gripping first novel by Drew Magary, Deadspin columnist, GQ correspondent, and author of The
Hike. "An exciting page turner. . . . Drew Magary is an excellent writer. The Postmortal is . . . even
more terrifying than zombie apocalypse.". — Mark Frauenfelder, Boing Boing. John Farrell is about
to get "The Cure.".
The Postmortal by Drew Magary, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
What if you could simply stop aging? This is the question that lies at the heart of Drew Magary’s
debut novel, The Postmortal. Told through what is essentially a series of electronic diary entries
written by a man named John Farrell, The Postmortal chronicles the near-future where a cure for
aging has been discovered and…
The Postmortal by Drew Magary – The Ranting Dragon
Drew Magary: The Postmortal. About a third of the way through The Postmortal, in a chapter
executed as a roundup of Internet links, Drew Magary shifts the focus away from “the cure”—an
accidental medical advancement that grants humans prolonged life and eternal youth—to how
prolonged life affects the home-run record in baseball.
Drew Magary: The Postmortal - AUX
About Drew Magary. Drew Magary is a correspondent for GQ and a columnist for Deadspin. He is
the author of the memoir Someone Could Get Hurt and the novels The Hike and The Postmortal. His
writing has appeared in Maxim, New York, The Atlantic, Bon Appétit, The Huffington Post, the Awl,
Gawker, Penthouse, Playboy, Rolling Stone, and on Comedy…
The Postmortal by Drew Magary - Penguin Random House
Drew Magary is a writer for Deadspin, NBC, and Maxim. His first book, Men with Balls, was released
in 2008. The Postmortal is his first novel.
Amazon.com: The Postmortal: A Novel eBook: Drew Magary ...
The Postmortal A Novel • Finalist for the Philip K. Dick and Arthur C. Clarke Awards • The gripping
first novel by Drew Magary, Deadspin columnist, GQ correspondent, and author of The Hike
Drew Magary - Books
The Postmortal Summary. In The Postmortal, author Margery Drew explores such a scenario. Drew’s
narrative consists of collection of blog posts by fictional narrator John Ferrell in which he recounts
the discovery of the cure for aging – or “the Cure” as it is called – and the effects of the discovery
on society.
The Postmortal Summary | SuperSummary
(Redirected from The Postmortal) Jump to navigation Jump to search. Drew Magary (born October 7,
1976) is an American journalist, humor columnist, and novelist. He is a columnist for Deadspin and
a correspondent for GQ and has written two novels.
Drew Magary - Wikipedia
The Postmortal by Drew Magary – Book Review | Linus's Blanket June 15, 2012 at 3:03 am […]
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structure and fewer sub-plots would have allowed this story to truly shine. Read More Reviews At:
The Book Smugglers – The Nervous Breakdown – Topless […]
Book Review: The Postmortal by Drew Magary
Drew Magary--the book's author--has written for Deadspin, NBC, Maxim, and Kissing Suzy Kolber, as
well as GQ, New York Magazine, Rolling Stone, ESPN, Yahoo!, Comedy Central, Playboy, and
Penthouse. Resources for teaching and discussing The Postmortal. The process of identifying
resources has only just begun.
The Postmortal by Drew Magary: Resources for CSUN Faculty ...
This detailed literature summary also contains Quotes and a Free Quiz on The Postmortal by Drew
Magary. There is a short note at the beginning of the novel stating that the work included in this
novel was a collection of archived materials found on an old laptop buried in the rubble after the
Great Correction took place.
The Postmortal Summary & Study Guide - BookRags.com
The Postmortal, by Drew Magary, is the first-hand account of what happens when a cure for aging is
discovered.The story is told to us by 29-year-old John Farrell, an estate lawyer who, in the year ...
The Postmortal: very creepy thriller about a cure for ...
Sites like SparkNotes with a The Postmortal study guide or cliff notes. Also includes sites with a
short overview, synopsis, book report, or summary of Drew Magary’s The Postmortal. We found no
such entries for this book title. Please see the supplementary resources provided below for other
helpful content related to this book. Short Book ...
The Postmortal Summary and Analysis (like SparkNotes ...
Drew Magary is a correspondent for GQ and columnist for Deadspin, as well as the author of
Someone Could Get Hurt and The Postmortal.He lives in Maryland with his wife and children.
Something has landed in Armie Puglian's yard. Something not from here.
The Postmortal (Audiobook) by Drew Magary | Audible.com
A Novel Trade Paperback. "An exciting page turner. . . . Drew Magary is an excellent writer. The
Postmortal is . . . even more terrifying than zombie apocalypse.". — Mark Frauenfelder, Boing Boing
John Farrell is about to get "The Cure.". Old age can never kill him now. The only problem is,
everything else still can . .
Drew Magary - The Postmortal - Trade Paperback
Drew Magary is a correspondent for GQ Magazine, a columnist for Deadspin, and a Chopped
Champion. He’s also the author of four books: The Hike, The Postmortal, Someone Could Get Hurt,
and Men With Balls. He lives in Maryland with his wife and three children, and enjoys taking long
walks.
Drew Magary (Author of The Hike) - Goodreads
Forever Young: The Postmortal by Drew Magary Stefan Raets. ... This allows Drew Magary to cover
a period of 60 years in the post-cure world and show different stages in John’s life and the world ...
Forever Young: The Postmortal by Drew Magary | Tor.com
The Postmortal by Drew Magary depicts a world in which such a discussion never takes place. A
cure for aging is discovered, and thanks to spinelessness of the politicians and social pressures
nothing is done to prevent the looming catastrophe.
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